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The two lowest bands,1B2u and 1B1u , of the electronic spectrum of the benzene molecule have
been studied theoretically using a new method to compute vibronic excitation energies and
intensities. The complete active space~CAS! self-contained field~SCF! method~with six active
p-orbitals! was used to compute harmonic force field for the ground state and the1B2u and 1B1u

electronic states. A linear approximation has been used for the transition dipole as a function of the
nuclear displacement coordinates. Derivatives of the transition dipole were computed using a variant
of the CASSCF state interaction method. Multiconfigurational second-order perturbation theory
~CASPT2! was used to obtain absolute excitation energies~12 activep-orbitals!. The results show
that the approach works well. Vibrational progressions are well described in both bands and
intensities, and energies are in agreement with experiment, in particular when CASPT2 derived
geometries are used. One interesting result is that computed vertical energies fall about 0.1 eV on
the high energy side of the band maximum. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vibronic spectra can be predicted by quantum chem
methods provided proper force fields and electronic tra
tion strengths are available. Accurate vibrational spectra
ground states can often be obtained by comparably ch
methods such as Møller–Plesset second-order perturb
theory ~MP2!. Correction procedures, such as scaling, ha
been designed to account for remaining inaccuracies in
quantum chemical treatment, anharmonic effects, vibro
and Coriolis coupling, etc. For excited states, the situatio
different.

For small systems, the best routinely available meth
for potential surface calculations are the coupled-clus
method with triples correction@CCSD~T!# or for degenerate
systems the multireference configuration interaction~MRCI!
method with up to double external excitations. However,
computational cost of these methods is large and r
steeply with the size of the molecule, especially since la
basis sets are required.1 An account of the state of the art i
ab initio calculations may be found in a recent review bo
edited by Langhoff.2

Here we shall demonstrate the usefulness of another
proach, which may be applied to larger systems with l
computational costs. This is the CASSCF~complete active
space self-consistent field! method, followed by a perturba
tive estimate of the dynamic correlation energy~complete
active space perturbation theory through second-or
CASPT2!, which has emerged as a powerful method for
study of electronic excitations in organic molecules. Ho
ever, derivatives are not yet available with this method.

In the present article, we therefore study the possibi
to use the CASSCF method to compute geometries and f
2790021-9606/2000/112(6)/2798/12/$17.00
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fields combined with CASPT2 correction for the total ene
gies. Analytical second derivatives of CASSCF energ
with respect to nuclear coordinates may easily be compu
and in the present implementation also first derivatives
transition properties. It is then interesting to see how far s
calculations can aid in the interpretation of electronic sp
tra. At the lowest level of ambition, a single-point calculatio
for each state gives immediately the so-called double h
monic approximation, if the transition moments are assum
to vary linearly with the displacement away from equili
rium.

Sometimes the coupling between different electro
states due to nonadiabatic coupling is of importance.
expect that incorporation of derivative coupling will first b
done at this level of approximation, since the quantities—
derivative couplings—needed can be readily obtained by
same kind of approach as the derivatives of properties.
present article thus represents a first step in a line of de
opment, which may later go beyond the adiabatic appro
mation.

Here, the1B2u←X̃ and the1B1u←X̃ transitions in ben-
zene are studied. These are vertically forbidden, so all tr
sition intensities will be due to Herzberg–Teller couplin
i.e., the first derivative of the transition dipole moment fun
tions.

The electronic structure of benzene has been caref
studied~see for instance Refs. 3–5!. Its valence-p electronic
structure is characterized by the highest occup
(a2u)2(e1g)4 and the lowest unoccupied (e2u)0(b2g)0 mo-
lecular orbitals. A single excitatione1g→e2u gives rise to
three singlet states~experimental band maxima in
parentheses!:6,7 1B2u ~4.90 eV!, 1B1u ~6.20 eV!, and 1E1u

~6.94 eV!, the latter giving a one-photon symmetry allowe
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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2799J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 6, 8 February 2000 1B2u and 1B1u states of benzene
transition to the ground state. Further valencep→p* tran-
sitions are observed at higher energy, such as1E2g←X̃ at
about 7.8 eV.8 Assignment of the bands in the electron
spectrum of benzene has been much discussed since the
experimental works.3 Recentab initio calculations9–13 led to
unambiguous assignments of the main vertical features~also
Rydberg states!, except perhaps for the1E2g state, a multi-
configurational state which only the CASSCF/CASP
method9,10 seems to treat properly.

Transitions from the ground state to the low-lying1B2u

and1B1u excited states of benzene are~one-photon! symme-
try forbidden. The transitions can be understood from eit
of two points of view. One way of reasoning is to regard t
nuclear and electronic wave functions as completely dec
pled, at zero-order. In this picture, the allowed vibronic tra
sitions arise because the interaction between nuclear
electronic motion acts as a perturbation, causing a zero-o
vibronic state with a pure1B2u or 1B1u electronic wave func-
tion to mix with nearby vibronic states with the same co
bined symmetry, having an1E1u electronic wave function.
Thus it also acquires some nonzero transition dipole mom
with the ground state. This ‘‘intensity borrowing’’ neatly ex
plains some features, such that the intensity is larger w
the borrowing band is close to the symmetry allowed ba
and that ~if the borrowing is large! a corresponding de
creased strength can be observed in the allowed transiti

On the other hand, a nonzero value of certain symme
coordinates will break theD6h symmetry of the electronic
wave function, thus giving a nonzero transition dipole m
ment to the ground state. Multiplication with initial and fin
nuclear wave function can give a symmetric integrand a
thus a nonzero dipole transition strength, if the upper stat
also vibrationally excited. This is how the transitio
strengths are computed in this article. We have computed
electronic wave functions by the CASSCF method, obtain
analytically the second derivatives of the energy and fi
derivatives of the transition dipole moments at the equi
rium geometry.

A number of recent studies can be found in the literatu
which describe forbidden transitions at theab initio
level.14–17 However, in the present work a more elabora
and accurate description of the vibrational wave function a
the geometry dependence of the transition dipole momen
used.

II. METHODS

A. The electronic structure

For a description of the complete active space~CAS!
SCF method, see Ref. 18. For the present purpose, it is
ficient to note that this method accounts for all configurat
mixing within a selected set of active orbitals, while lowe
lying inactive orbitals are kept doubly occupied. The orbit
are optimized to minimize the energy. The valencep orbitals
were active and thus all configurations with six electro
distributed among these sixp-orbitals are used, a spac
which suffices to compute the energy surfaces for the
lowest valence excited states at least close to their equ
rium geometries.9
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The optimized geometries and analytical second der
tives of the energy with respect to the nuclear coordinates
the ground 11A1g state and the excited 11B2u and 11B1u

states were computed by a recently developed CASSCF
ear response program.19 Analytical first derivatives of the
transition dipole moment for the transitions from the grou
to the excited states have been computed at the same l
These derivatives were obtained by modifying the CAS st
interaction method~CASSI!,20 which is normally used to
compute matrix elements between CASSCF wave functio
By using the results from a multiconfigurational linear r
sponse calculation, the needed matrix elements involvingdif-
ferentiatedwave functions are obtained. Averaged atom
natural orbital ~ANO!-type basis sets21 contracted to
@4s3p2d# for carbon and@3s2p# for hydrogen have been
used. Absolute excitation energies have been obtained
the CASPT2 method.22–24 Somewhat larger ANO basis se
were used for these calculations:@C/4s3p2d1 f /H/3s2p1d#.

B. The vibrational wave function

The vibrational wave functions correspond to harmo
oscillators, with force fields taken directly from the seco
derivatives with no adjustment for anharmonicity.25 The vi-
brational modes are numbered following Wilson
convention,26 and when necessary, the number
Herzberg’s convention3 is also indicated.

The probability per unit time for a transition betwee
two states is primarily determined by the square of the
evant transition matrix element.27 For one-photon processe
and within the electric dipole approximation, this is the tra
sition dipole moment. Within the Born–Oppenheimer a
proximation, the vibronic wave function can be written as
product of a vibrational wave function~f! with an adiabatic
electronic wave function~c!:

Cva~Q,q!5fva~Q!ca~Q,q!,

where Q are the nuclear andq the electronic coordinates
The vibrational wave function is thevth solution of the
nuclear Schro¨dinger equation, using the adiabatic potent
function for the electronic statea.

The transition dipole moment matrix element is th
given as

Mab~v8,v9!5E fv8a
* ~Q!mab~Q!fv9b~Q!dNQ, ~1!

where mab(Q) is the electronic transition dipole momen
The dependence on orientation of the nuclear frame is
nored here i.e.,the rotation of the molecule is ignored.

Expanding the electronic transition moment as a Tay
series in the nuclear coordinates about the equilibri
nuclear configuration,Q0 , gives through first order

Mab~v8,v9!5mab~Q0!^fv8aufv9b&

1(
i

S ]mab

]Qi
D ^fv8auQi ufv9b&1¯ . ~2!

The Condon approximation requires the neglect of all but
first term, which usually dominates for one-photo
symmetry-allowed transitions. The other terms represen
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2800 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 6, 8 February 2000 Bernhardsson et al.
electronic transition moment induced by distortion aw
from the equilibrium. This is known as Herzberg–Teller v
bronic coupling and the present approach will include fi
derivatives only, as shown in the formula above.

The transition moment function is considered to be l
ear in the chosen coordinates, and thus the matrix elem
are easily expressed using harmonic oscillator ladder op
tors which create or annihilate a single quantum. The ma
elements are thus expressed in terms of Franck–Condon
tors ~i.e., overlaps between the two sets of harmonic osci
tor functions involved in the transition!, where a single vi-
brational quantum has been added to or removed from on
the states. In general, matrix elements of any polynomia
one or many coordinates over displaced harmonic oscilla
with different force constants can be evaluated in terms
overlaps. A program for this kind of analysis, using a n
method for evaluating the Franck–Condon factors28 was
used to evaluate the vibronic transition moment matrix e
ments.

If the electronic transition dipole moment was truly
linear function of the displacements, it could be evalua
anywhere. In order to minimize the inaccuracy inherent
the approximation, an average of its value in the two eq
libria should be used, or it may be evaluated at an interm
diate conformation. Here, the derivative of the wave funct
is evaluated at the intermediate expansion point, where
overlap between the vibrational wave functions from the t
states are maximum.

The theoretical spectra computed in the present st
were convoluted with a Lorentzian function of full width a
half maximum,15 G5h/(4pT2) corresponding to a fictitious
lifetime T25130 fs for the1B2u and T257 fs for the 1B1u

state, to account for the finite experimental resolution and
degrees of freedom not considered here, such as rotation
calculations have been performed with theMOLCAS-4.1 ~Ref.
29! program package.

1. Technical aspects of transition intensity
calculations

We have used the LU method for calculating t
Franck–Condon overlaps. What follows is a brief introdu
tion to the basic concepts of the method and a few det
about the implementation. For simplicity, the method is o
lined for a one-dimensional case.

The vibrational wave functions for the ground state a
for the excited state are taken to be harmonic oscillator fu
tions. In addition to these two sets of wave function
$fk8 ,fk9%, we introduce an additional set of wave function
$fk%, such that28

f085Keuf0 , f095Ke2uf0 . ~3!

Using ladder operatorsâ and b̂, an arbitrary overlap matrix
element is

^fm8 ufn9&5
1

m!n!
^~ â†!mf08u~ b̂†!nf09&

5^f08uf09&5
1

Am!n!
^~f0u~X̂!m~Ŷ†!nuf0&, ~4!
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where

X̂5eu~ â!e2u Ŷ5eu~ b̂!e2u. ~5!

ReexpressingX̂ and Ŷ using the step operators for the s
$fk% allows us to obtain simple recursion formulas for

Lmt5
1

Am!
^f0uX̂mf t&, ~6!

Utn5
1

An!
^f0uŶnf t&. ~7!

After inserting a resolution of the identity in Eq.~4!, we end
up with the following formula for the overlaps:

^fm8 ufn9&5^f08uf09& (
t50

min~m,n!

LmtUtn . ~8!

Also, the matrix elements of any general operatorF̂ can be
calculated,

^fm8 uF̂ufn9&5^f08uf09& (
t<m

(
s<n

LmtFtsUsn , ~9!

if the operatorF̂ is expanded in the intermediate basis. Th
is just a reexpansion in the common set of harmonic osc
tor wave functions, but in contrast to an arbitrary change
basis, this expression is finite and exact. We see that w
the number of quanta in at least one of the two oscillator
small, the number of elements inL andU is also small.

The procedure is easily generalized to many dimensio
Again, when only low excitations are assumed, either in
initial or final states, there is a saving. Even so, the num
of states involved in the calculation can grow prohibitive
large in problems with a large number of degrees of freedo
To remedy this problem at least partly, the calculation can
performed using a subspace of selected vibrational mod

A graphical method was devised to allow easy handl
of multidimensional vibration wave functions in a comput
program. A graph is constructed that contains a set of ve
ces as seen in Fig. 1 and arcs with nonnegative slope
necting the vertices.

In the harmonic approximation, each vibration state
indexed by a string of vibration quantum numbers,I vn

FIG. 1. A state path for four quanta distributed among eight oscillators w
the quantum number string 1020324051607180.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2801J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 6, 8 February 2000 1B2u and 1B1u states of benzene
5(q1 ,...,qN), which corresponds to a unique walk, the sta
path, through the graph as the one shown in Fig. 1. The s
of each arc along the path shows the number of quanta in
corresponding oscillator. Each state path has a unique or
ing number that is easily and rapidly computed as the sum
certain arc weights along the path. This is analogous to
way Slater determinants can be enumerated in
calculations.30

The vibrational quanta differs from electronic occup
tion numbers, since they can have any natural number,
only 0 or 1. This requires a modification of the convention
scheme. The weight of a vertex is defined to be, as in
electronic case, the number of paths that leads to that
ticular vertex.30 However, the algebraic expression for th
vertex weight is replaced by

W~q,K !5(
i 50

q

W~ i ,K21!, W~q,1!51, ~10!

whereq is the number of vibration quanta in modeK. The
paths in the subgraphs that end in vertex~q,K! will be num-
bered from 1 toW(q,K). In this implementation the string
with highest excitation in each oscillator will precede tho
with lower excitations, in analogy to the lexical numberin
of Slater determinants in configuration interaction. The
weight Y(Qfrom ,Qto ,K) can therefore be written as

Y~Qfrom ,Qto ,K !5 (
i 5Qfrom11

Qto

W~ i ,K21!. ~11!

Each total vibration wave function has a vibration quant
number string,I vn5(q1 ,...,qN), which corresponds to a
unique walk through the graph. Using the arc weights, e
such walk has a unique ordering number, that can easily
rapidly be computed as

N~ I vn!5(
Path

Y~Qfrom ,Qto ,K ! ~12!

The recursion formulas for calculating theL andU matrices,
are the time deciding step in the intensity calculation. T
size of the vibrational wave function expansion for any
the electronic states grows as

N~Q,K !5S Q1K21
Q D , ~13!

whereQ is the maximum total number of vibration quanta.
Qmin5min(Qi ,Qf) andQmax5max(Qi ,Qf) andQi , Qf are the
number of quanta allowed in the initial and final wave fun
tions, respectively, then the number of floating point ope
tions for calculating theL andU matrices is proportional to

K3N~Qmax,K !3N~Qmin11,K !, ~14!

and the memory requirement will scale likeN(Qmax,K)
3N(Qmin11,K).

C. Transition moment derivatives

The CASSCF wave functions for the two statesc1 and
c2 are described by their CI expansions
Downloaded 29 Jan 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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1 cm , ~15!

c25(
m

Cm
2 cm , ~16!

which are built from the two orbital setsx15(x1
1
¯xN

1 ) and
x25(x1

2
¯xN

2 ). The only restriction is that both states a
described by the same active space and have the same
In order to compute transition properties the two states
transformed into a biorthogonal representation using a te
nique described by Malmqvist.31 In this representation the
commutator relations

ãp
†aq1aqãp

†5dpq, ~17!

ãpaq1aqãp50, ~18!

ãp
†aq

†1aq
†ãp

†50, ~19!

are fulfilled, even though different basis sets are used for
two states. This is the only necessary condition for evalu
ing transition density matrices with standard procedures.ãp

†

and aq
† are the creation operators in the two biorthogon

sets. The technique has been widely used for calculating
example, transition dipole moments.

In order to obtain derivatives of the transition propertie
the wave function is expressed as a function of a perturba
strength,q. A unitary transformation of the reference sta
uc(0)&, is introduced by

uc~q!^5exp~2k̂~q!!exp~2R̂~q!!uc~0!&, ~20!

wherek̂ is the antisymmetric orbital rotation operator andR̂
the state transfer operator, which depend on the perturba
strength. Using the generators of the unitary groupÊi j

2 and
state transfer operators, these antisymmetric operators ca
expressed as

k̂5 (
p,q

kpq~Êpq2Êpq!5 (
p,q

kpqÊpq
2 , ~21!

and

R̂5(
I

RI~ uc&^I u2uI &^cu!5(
I

RI P̂I . ~22!

It is important that the orbital rotation operator just conta
the nonredundant rotations. This is done by excluding orb
rotations between equivalent orbitals.
A transition propertyA12 can for a arbitrary perturbation
strength be written as

A12~q!5^c1 exp~R̂1~q!!exp~ k̂1~q!!uÂ~q!u

3exp~2k̂2~q!!exp~2R̂1~q!!uc2&. ~23!

Having introduced a description of the transition prope
that is valid for all perturbation strength the derivative of t
transition property can be calculated by differentiating E
~23!.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2802 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 6, 8 February 2000 Bernhardsson et al.
]A12

]q
5^c1uR̂1

~q!Âuc2&2^c1uÂR̂2
~q!uc2&1^c1uk̂1

~q!Âuc2&

2^c1uÂk̂2
~q!uc2&1^c1uÂ~q!uc2&. ~24!

In this expressionÂ(q) is the derivative of the operatorÂ
with respect to the perturbation strengthq. The first two
terms contains only a change of the CI vectors that should
used in the evaluation of the transition density:

^c1uR̂1
~q!Âuc2&5(

I
R1I

~q!^I uÂuc2&. ~25!

To evaluate the last term, the differentiated operator is u
in a standard state interaction calculation. For perturbati
upon which the basis sets depend one must also describ
change of the basis set which gives the following express
for the differentiated operator:

^c1uÂ~q!uc2&5(
pq

Dpq
12FApq

~q!1(
o

@ApoToq
~q!1Tpo

~q!Aoq#G .
~26!

The most common choice is to use the derivative of
overlap matrix as the connection matrix (Tpq), however
other choices are possible.

The product of the orbital rotation operator and the tra
sition operator is a standard operator product between
one-particle operators and yields a two-particle opera
This in contrast to when pure expectation values are ca
lated, where the corresponding commutator will reduce
particle number by one. For a CASSCF wave function wh
the orbitals are partitioned into active~tuvx!, inactive ~ijkl !,
and secondary~abcd!, the orbital response contribution to th
transition dipole derivative will become

TABLE I. Experimental and computed~Å! bond distances for the groun
state of benzene.a

RCC RCH

HFa 1.382 1.072
MP2a 1.393 1.080
CCSDa 1.392 1.079
CCSD~T!b 1.392 1.081
CASSCFc 1.392 1.073
CASPT2c 1.396 1.081
Exp. Rm

d 1.390 1.086
Exp. R0

e 1.397 1.085
Exp. R0

f 1.396 1.083

aTZ2P basis set~Ref. 35!.
bCCSD~T! calculations, ANO 4s3p2d1f /4s2p basis set~Ref. 1!.
cANO 4s3p2d/3s2p basis set. Present calculations.
dReference 33.
eReference 49.
fReference 50.
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^c1uk̂qÂuc2&52S1
12F(

i j
@Aii k j j

q 2k i j
qAji #1(

pi
Aipkpi

q G
1(

tu
Dtu

12F(
i

@2Aii k tu
q 12Atuk i i

q

2k t i
qAiu2Atik iu

q #1(
p

k tp
q ApuG

1 (
tuvx

dtuvx
12 Atukvx

q , ~27!

whereS12 is the overlap between the states andDtu
12 anddtuvx

12

are the transition one and two particle densities. Notice t
the expectation values for the antisymmetric orbital rotat
operatorkq, even for the inactive contribution, is not nece
sarily equal to zero due to the fact that a biorthogonal rep
sentation is used and no symmetry restriction can be give
the representation of the orbital rotation operator.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Geometries and energies of the ground and
excited states

Tables I–III compile the experimental and theoretic
bond distances for the ground and low-lying excited state
benzene. Experiments show that the ground state equilibr
structure hasD6h symmetry.5,32 Comparison between exper
mental and theoretical structures requires either that the
oretical potential is used to derive rotational constants
other spectroscopic parameters or that the experimental
are used to derive equilibrium structure and force consta
In the case of benzene, Plivaet al.33 have used rotationa

TABLE II. Experimental and computed~Å! bond distances for the1B2u

excited state of benzene.

RCC RCH

CISa 1.414 1.073
CCSDb 1.425 1.078
CASSCFc 1.430 1.070
CASPT2d 1.432 1.080
Expt. R0

e 1.435 1.07
Expt. R0

f 1.432 1.084

a6-311G* basis set~Ref. 40!.
bTZ2P basis set~Ref. 35!.
cANO 4s3p2d/3s2p basis set; six active orbitals. Present study.
dANO 4s3p2d/3s2p basis set; 12 active orbitals. Present study.
eReference 32.
fReference 36.

TABLE III. Computed ~Å! bond distances for the1B1u excited state of
benzene.

RCC1
RCC2

RCC(D6h) RC1H RC2H

CASSCFa 1.437 1.363 1.411 1.070 1.070
CASSCFb 1.403 1.427 1.411 1.071 1.071
CASPT2c 1.425 1.081 1.081

aANO 4s3p2d/3s2p basis set.
bcc-pVTZ basis set.
cANO-L (4s3p2d/3s2p) constrained toD6h .
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2803J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 6, 8 February 2000 1B2u and 1B1u states of benzene
constants from several isotopomers to derive so-calledr m

bond distances. These structural parameters were devise
Watson34 and may be regarded as a perturbation estimat
the true equilibrium structure. The perturbation parame
are the inverse square-root of the nuclear masses and a s
inertia tensor is obtained by extrapolating to infinite mass
These bond distances are, for benzene,r m~CC!
51.390(3) Å andr m~CH!51.086(15) Å. Suchr m bond dis-
tances are usually very close to truer e distances, if none of
the atoms is a hydrogen. On the other hand, the equilibr
structure and harmonic force field have been carefully
viewed by Martin et al.1 Their recommended equilibrium
distances are r e~CC!51.392(20) Å and r e~CH!
51.081(10) Å, which are based on extensive CCSD~T! cal-
culations including correction for basis set deficiency.

SCF bond lengths are usually too short because
method is unable to describe the bond breaking properly:
inherent error in the SCF method, i.e., the correlation ene
rises steeply with bond length and this effect is usually qu
marked already at equilibrium geometry. A correlated tre
ment that includes double excitations to antibonding orbi
will allow proper dissociation. However, it is generally o
served that if dynamic correlation is not included, the effe
of the antibonding orbitals is often overemphasized. The
fore bond lengths computed by the CASSCF method ten
be slightly too long.

In the present CASSCF calculations, occupieds orbitals
were inactive, while the six valencep orbitals were active.
Since this choice allows, in principle, a transformation to
equivalent set of localized orbitals, the above rules of thu
can be used. The CH bonds are not correlated and are
too short at both SCF and CASSCF levels of theory. O
the p bonds are correlated in the CASSCF calculation,
the expected shortening due to lack ofs correlation is not so
large so we may expect the two effects to more or less c
cel. In fact, as seen in Tables I and II, the CASSCF CC bo
length is close to the experimental value. However, this
fortuitous basis set effect: it is still shorter than the CCSD~T!
and CASPT2 results by 0.005 Å, and Christensenet al.35 has
shown that the difference between the CCSD~T! result and
experiment is due to basis set errors.

It has been difficult to establish conclusively the symm
try of the 11B2u state spectroscopically.5,32 The evidence
points toD6h symmetry, which is obtained in all theoretic
calculations.5 Theoretical bond lengths cannot be direc
compared with experiment, since onlyr 0 values are avail-
able. The theoreticalr e results should fall on the low side o
the experimental values. As shown by the ground state
sults, the CASSCF values should be reasonably accu
The CASSCF CC distance is shorter than the CCSD value

FIG. 2. The e2g distortions of the ring studied with an effective, fitte
potential.
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almost 0.005 Å and larger than ther 0 experimental values by
about 0.005–0.002 Å.32,36 A CASPT2 pointwise optimiza-
tion was performed for the CC and CH distances with
former predicted to be 1.432 Å. The shifts in the bond d
tances that accompany excitation~about 0.03 Å for the CC
length! are therefore very similar both in experiment and
theory. The CCSD shift is smaller than the elongation at
CASSCF and CASPT2 levels, which are very similar. Th
elongation has important consequences when computing
vibrational intensities. As a conclusion, although t
CASSCF geometry is less accurate than the CCSD one,
expected to lead to reasonable force fields and overlap te
for the vibrational analysis. However, as we shall see la
the best agreement with experiment is obtained using
CASPT2 geometries.

The 11B1u state is lower than, but rather close in ener
to the 11E1u state. The interaction between these two sta
lead to a pseudo Jahn–Teller effect which stabilizes
lower state and flattens the potential energy curve in the
deformation modes in thee2g symmetry~for a description of
these deformations see Fig. 2!. This interaction may even
lower the symmetry toD2h . Computationally, different
model errors or basis set errors will affect the amount
distortion fromD6h . Thus, at the CASSCF level, the ANO
basis set and a cc-pVTZ basis set give quite different ge
etries. However, if analyzed in terms of vibration mod
based on an averagedD6h structure, the difference is almos
completely due to different displacements along thee2g co-
ordinates, see Table IV. Electronic excitation energies
given in Table V. For the 11B1u state both CCSD and

TABLE IV. Relative energies for the1B1u state compared with the mini-
mumD2h structure following thee2g deformation of the CC bond distance

Deformation~d! Energy~cm21!a

0.008 0
20.008 0

0.016 26
20.016 24

0.024 142
20.024 128

0.032 422
20.032 412

0 85

aCASSCF energies; cc-pVTZ basis set.

TABLE V. Computed and experimental excitation energies~eV!.

CCSDa CASPT2b Expt.c

The 11B2u state
0–0 4.93 4.37 4.72
Te 5.07 4.52 ¯

Vertical 5.22 4.68 ¯

The 11B1u state
0–0 ¯ 5.83 6.03
Te ¯ 5.98 ¯

Vertical ¯ 6.09 ¯

aCCSD TZ2P; Ref. 35.
bANO-L (4s3p2d1f /3s2p1d) one particle basis set with twelve activ
p-orbitals; CASPT2 geometry.

cEstimated from the jet-cooled spectrum; Ref. 6.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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CASPT2 results are given together with the experimen
0–0 energies. Considering first the 0–0 energies we note
the CASPT2 results are lower than experiment, 0.35
0.20 eV for the1B2u and1B1u states, respectively, while th
CCSD result for the1B2u state is 0.22 eV too large. Chris
tiansen and co-workers have estimated that triple correct
and additional basis set effect will lower the excitation e
ergy to 5.80 eV in improved agreement with experimen35

The errors in the CASPT2 energies are somewhat larger
previously reported results for the vertical energies.10 The
reason is interesting. The computed distance between
0–0 and vertical transitions are 0.31 and 0.26 eV for
1B2u and 1B1u states, respectively. However for the1B2u

state the band maximum appear 0.19 eV above 0–0.
corresponding value for the1B1u band is 0.12 eV. The ver
tical transitions will thus appear on the high energy side
the experimental spectrum shifted 0.12–0.14 eV from
band maximum. This shows that comparisons between b
maxima and computed vertical excitation energies has to
made with some care, in particular for forbidden transitio
where the intensities are not obtained from simple Franc
Condon overlap.

B. Force fields of the ground and excited states

Tables VI, VII, and VIII list the calculated and exper
mental harmonic frequencies for the 11A1g , 1 1B2u , and
1 1B1u states of the benzene molecule. A description of
benzene ground state modes can be found in Refs. 26
together with a careful analysis of the effects of electr
correlation, basis sets, and anharmonicities35,38,39of the fre-
quencies. Table VI may help to analyze the correlation
fects if columns HF, MP2, and CCSD35 are compared. An

TABLE VI. Calculated and experimental harmonic frequencies (ve , cm21!
for the 11A1g ground state of benzene.

Sym. Modesa HFb MP2b CCSDb CC~T!c CASd Obse Estf

a1g n1(n2) 1070 1007 1015 1003 1035 993 99
n2(n1) 3365 3253 3245 3210 3341 3074 319

a2g n3(n3) 1503 1388 1405 1380 1488 1350 136
b2g n4(n8) 774 666 678 709 733 707 707

n5(n7) 1130 978 994 1009 1029 990 99
e2g n6(n18) 664 610 619 611 653 608 608

n7(n15) 3338 3226 3216 3183 3310 3057 317
n8(n16) 1770 1628 1656 1637 1723 1601 160
n9(n17) 1284 1208 1215 1194 1263 1178 117

e1g n10(n11) 956 862 874 865 872 847 847
a2u n11(n4) 759 688 696 687 710 674 674
b1u n12(n6) 1097 994 998 1020 1102 1010 101

n13(n5) 3326 3211 3202 3173 3299 3057 317
b2u n14(n9) 1341 1442 1302 1326 1324 1309 130

n15(n10) 1170 1186 1165 1163 1163 1150 115
e2u n16(n20) 450 406 411 406 433 398 398

n17(n19) 1105 976 994 985 993 967 967
e1u n18(n14) 1129 1058 1065 1056 1104 1038 103

n19(n13) 1636 1515 1536 1509 1615 1484 149
n20(n12) 3355 3241 3232 3200 3329 3064 318

aWilson ~Ref. 26! @Herzberg~Ref. 3!# numbering of benzene modes.
bTZ2P basis set~Ref. 35!.
cCCSD~T! calculations, ANO 4s3p2d1f /4s2p basis set~Ref. 1!.
dANO 4s3p2d/3s2p basis set. Present CASSCF calculations.
eObserved gas-phase fundamental frequencies. See Ref. 38.
fEstimated gas-phase harmonic frequencies~Ref. 38!.
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TABLE VII. Calculated and experimental harmonic frequencies (ve ,
cm21! for the 11B2u excited state of benzene.

Sym. Modesa CISb CCSDc CASd Obse

a1g n1(n2) 922 955 958 923
n2(n1) 3054 3263 3379 3093

a2g n3(n3) 1333 1381 1465 1327
b2g n4(n8) 370 375 490 365

n5(n7) 794 735 703 745
e2g n6(n18) 518 537 578 521

n7(n15) 3026 3234 3347 3077
n8(n16) 1556 1589 1653 1516
n9(n17) 1140 1191 1235 1148

e1g n10(n11) 633 620 601 581
a2u n11(n4) 575 558 532 515
b1u n12(n6) 974 982 1063 ¯

n13(n5) 3019 3224 3338 ¯

b2u n14(n9) 1679 1656 1821 1571
n15(n10) 1145 1196 1256 1150

e2u n16(n20) 251 265 292 238
n17(n19) 771 757 675 717

e1u n18(n14) 958 966 953 920
n19(n13) 1427 1469 1537 1405
n20(n12) 3042 3250 3363 3085

aWilson ~Ref. 26! @Herzberg~Ref. 3!# numbering of benzene modes.
b6-311G* basis set~Ref. 40!.
cTZ2P basis set~Ref. 35!.
dANO 4s3p2d/3s2p basis set. Present CASSCF calculations.
eObserved gas-phase fundamentals~Refs. 35 and 5!.

TABLE VIII. Calculated and experimental harmonic frequencies (ve ,
cm21! for the 11B1u excited state of benzene.

Sym. Modesa,b CASc CASd CASe CASf Obsg Obsh

a1g n1(n2) 995 1021 1039 1039 910 966
n2(n1) 3390 3375 3338 3338 ¯

a2g n3(n3) 1476 1490 1490 ¯

b2g n4(n8) 210 568 568 ¯

n5(n7) 987 939 939 760
e2g n6(n18) 561/290 296 i85 540 510

n7(n15) 3363/3352 3341 3306 3296 ¯

n8(n17) 1223/894 753 765 571 ¯ 635
n9(n16) 1602/1456 1421 1434 992 ¯

e1g n10(n11) 705/783 773 773 ¯

a2u n11(n4) 606 686 686 ¯

b1u n12(n6) 1120 995 995 ¯

n13(n5) 3350 3295 3295 ¯

b2u n14(n9) 1475 1557 1515 ¯

n15(n10) 1258 1271 1271 ¯

e2u n16(n20) 308/418 311 311 ¯

n17(n19) 819/980 920 920 ¯

e1u n18(n14) 1092/954 1187 1069 1069 ¯

n19(n13) 1637/1535 1506 1579 1579 ¯

n20(n12) 3373/3377 3470 3324 3324 ¯

aWilson ~Ref. 26! @Herzberg~Ref. 3!# numbering of benzene modes.
bThe label of the modes for the distorted geometries,D2h are identified with
the corresponding modes inD6h .

cANO 4s3p2d/3s2p basis set. Present CASSCF calculations.
dcc-pVTZ basis set. Present CASSCF calculations, minima.
ecc-pVTZ basis set. Present CASSCF calculations,D6h geometry.
fcc-pVTZ basis set effective hessian. Present CASSCF calculations.
gObserved gas-phase fundamental frequencies~see Refs. 35 and 5!.
hObserved gas-phase fundamentals. Estimated from Hirayaet al. ~Ref. 6!.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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average decrease of almost 100 cm21 is observed from HF to
CCSD values, while MP2, as usual,35 overestimates the cor
relation effects on the harmonic frequencies.

The detailed CCSD~T! calculations of Martinet al.1 em-
phasize the need of accurate basis sets as the atomic n
orbital ~ANO! sets in order to obtain frequencies accurate
10 cm21. The CASSCF values are, as expected, intermed
between the HF results and the results of the methods w
include more correlation effects. Larger deviations in the f
quencies with respect to the HF values are observed
modes with important participation of CC stretching, wh
the errors remain higher for modes involving especially C
bonds. In Table VII the CIS, CCSD, and CASSCF freque
cies for the 11B2u excited state can be compared. The C
~Ref. 40! results give too low harmonic frequencies as co
pared both with CCSD~Ref. 35! and observed experimenta
values,35,37,41–44 which are fundamental frequencies. Th
CCSD results35 are probably most accurate. The largest d
viation found in the CASSCF frequencies is observed
mode n14, the highest frequencyb2u mode. The poor de-
scription of the mode at the SCF level was already obser
by Pulay et al.45 This mode has been observed to have
strong Duschinsky mixing upon excitation. It is howev
more important to focus attention on thea1g , a2g , e2u , and
e2g modes, which are most important for the vibronic spe
trum. The quality of the normal modes may be assessed
studying the Duschinsky rotation14 or by computing the vi-
brational spectra, as will be done in the following sectio
For a detailed discussion of the force fields of the 11A1g and
1 1B2u states, see Ref. 35.

As discussed earlier, the 11B1u state has a very flat en
ergy surface in thee2g modes for the bond distance disto
tion. Distortion along this mode lowers the symmetry
D2h . Our results show that, rather than a singleD6h mini-
mum, there are three equivalentD2h minima, very close to
each other, with very small barriers between them and at
D6h symmetry there is a stationary point where the twofo
degeneratee2g vibration frequency is almost zero and imag
nary.

There is no point in analyzing force constants and anh
monicities at the actual equilibria. Instead, a single harmo
oscillator with D6h symmetry is used in the calculation
Thus the flattening is regarded as an anharmonicity, to
treated at a higher level of accuracy, also when this an
monicity is strong enough to break the symmetry. The eff
tive harmonic force field in thee2g modes was thus designe
to reproduce the computed potential energies in a few po
outside the flattened region. For all other modes the ana
second-order derivatives were used. This calculation
done at the CASSCF level using a cc-pVTZ basis set.

C. Vibrational structure of the 1 1A 1g˜1 1B 2u
absorption band

In D6h symmetry, the dipole moment belongs to irre
E1u ~x and y in-plane components! and A2u ~z out-of-plane
component!. Disregarding rotations, the ground state is
tally symmetric and consists to a good approximation of
lowest vibrational state coupled to the 11A1g electronic
state. The only dipole allowed transitions at low temperat
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are therefore to vibronic states of1E1u and 1A2u combined
symmetry. Within the Condon approach, this will give inte
sity only to the1E1u and1A2u bands with vibrations excited
primarily in totally symmetric modes due to bond leng
changes and maybe some weaker multiple excitations
other modes, due to different force fields and to anharmo
ity. At higher order, through Herzberg–Teller coupling, tra
sitions to other bands become possible by simultaneo
exciting single quanta of nontotally symmetric modes. As

example, in the1B2u←X̃ bands, the symmetry of the dipol
moment matrix element is eithere1u or a2u depending on the
orientation of the molecule relative to the electric polariz
tion vector. This makes the first term of the Herzberg–Te
expansion zero by symmetry and therefore the transitio
forbidden. But some of the higher terms will be nonze
when the symmetry of the modes (Qk , QkQl , etc.! combine
to b2u^ e1u^ a1g5e2g or b2u^ a2u^ a1g5b1g There is no
b1g vibration in benzene, so at first-order only the in-pla
e2g modesn6 , n7 , n8 , andn9 will induce intensity.
Another way of expressing this is that the only distortio
that lower the symmetry so that the 11B2u state mixes with
the one-photon allowed 11E1u electronic state are thee2g

vibrations. In the present set of calculations, vibrations
symmetriese2g , a1g , a2g , ande2u have been included.

Three versions of the1B2u band are shown in Fig. 3. Th
upper part is the experimental spectrum as recorded by P
tos et al. with an instrumental bandwidth of 0.8 Å~repro-
duced from Ref. 46!. The middle band is the result of th
present calculation using CASSCF force fields and
CASPT2 geometries, while the lower spectrum is based
CCSD geometries35 and CASSCF force fields.~for structural
parameters, see Tables I and II!.
Since it is formally a one-photon forbidden transition, t
band origin~0–0 transition! is not seen. As explained abov
in order to have nonzero intensity, the transitions must
volve e2g quanta, so the apparent or ‘‘false’’ origin is not
~0–0! but a ~1–0! transition. Therefore the vibronic origin
must contain quanta in modes of thee2g symmetry. Table IX
compiles the energy, relative intensities, and assignment
the main bands showed in Fig. 3. The spectrum based on
CASPT2 geometries reproduces the available vapor spe
quite well.32,46 Three main band systems are observed, al
them corresponding to progressions in the totally symme
a1gn1 mode of computed frequency 958 cm21 ~exp. 923
cm21, see Table VI!. The two main lines are 60

1 and 61
2. The

rest of the spectrum consists of progressions from the m
lines in the totally symmetric vibrations, an
1 – 1,2– 2,...,n–n sequences of thermally accessible vibr
tions, almost all of them nonsymmetrical displacements
benzene. For example, the progression of the totally symm
ric mode n1 in 60

1 161
1 is the second most intense in th

spectrum.
The transition at 260 nm~4.8 eV! carries quanta in all of

the e2g vibrational modes,n6 , n7 , n8 , andn9 . Any excita-
tion of a1g (n1 andn2) anda2g(n3) modes, combined with
the e2g modes, give also the overallE2g symmetry needed
for a nonzero dipole transition strength. However, since
a2g modes give very little intensity, they were excluded
the final calculations. Excitation of thee2g modes can also be
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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combined with excitation of any even number of quanta
any modes. Such double excitations of mode 16 (e2u) lead to
the second most intense progression from thee2g modes.

The spectrum, displayed in Fig. 3 is a combination
fundamentals, overtones, combination, and hot bands.
strongest progression carries one quanta in then6e2g mode,
which has been named a squashing mode due to the typ
deformation caused to the ring. This is the most effici
mode for inducing intensity to the bands. The selection r
applying here isDv561 for the primary e2g coupling
modes andDv50,61,62,63,... for modesa1g and a2g .
The remaining modes have as a selection ruleDv50,62,
64,... . In order to include hot bands in the computed sp
trum, the most easily thermally accessible modes were
cluded. These are the lowest frequency modes, such a

FIG. 3. The spectrum for the absorption 11A1g→1 1B2u in benzene. The
upper spectrum is experimental~Ref. 46!, the next is based on CASPT
geometries and CASSCF force fields and transition dipole moment de
tives, and the lower spectrum is obtained using CCSD geometries. D
vertical lines indicate the calculated 0–0 and vertical excitation ener
~Ref. 35!.
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e2u n16 mode, with frequencies 433 and 292 cm21 in the
ground and excited states, respectively. Excitations into
mode participate into the second strongest progression o
spectrum. Summarizing, the model includes:e2g n6 , n7 , n8 ,
andn9 modes,a1g n1 andn2 modes,a2g n3 mode, ande2u

n16 andn17 modes, with excitations up to two quanta in th
initial ground state and six quanta in the final excited sta
The remaining modes are excluded from the calculation
the intensities, but their contribution to the overall intens
is expected to be small.

A conventional nomenclature has been introduce32

where a mode is represented by its number and the num
of quanta in the lower or upper state as a subscript o
superscript, respectively. The progression 60

110
n , n

50,1,2,3,... is the strongest one~Fig. 3 and Table IX! and
represents excitations from the vibrationless ground stat
the upper state levels with one quantum inn6 andn quanta in
n1 ~0–0 transition taken from experiment!. Table X compiles
the experimental and computed relative intensities and os
lator strengths for the mentioned progression. Except for
jet-cooled spectrum of Stephensonet al.,47 which may suffer
some congestion, there is an overall agreement in obtain
the 60

110
1 transition as the most intense of the spectrum, b

by experiment and theory.
As pointed out above, both CASPT2 and CCSD geo

etries have been used in simulating the spectrum, w
CASSCF force fields and TDM~transition moment deriva-
tives! derivatives. The shift in the CC bond length in goin
from the ground to the excited state is 0.039, 0.033, a
0.035 Å for the CASPT2 and CCSD methods, and from
periment, respectively~see Tables I and II!. It can be ob-
served in Fig. 3 that the body of the intensity moves
higher quanta for CASPT2 geometries with respect to
spectrum computed with CCSD geometries, because of
larger change of the CC bond length at the CASPT2 lev
The best agreement with the free-jet6 and vapor-phase32,46

spectra is obtained by using CASPT2 geometries. The m
is impressive when comparison is made to the vapor-ph
room temperature spectrum of Pantoset al.46 ~Fig. 3!. Not

a-
ed
s

TABLE IX. Computed frequencies~cm21! and oscillator strengths of the
main vibronic bands of the 11A1g→1 1B2u transition in benzene.a

Frequency f /1024 Assignment Frequency f /1024 Assignment

34 569 0.038 61
0 37 342 0.037 60

110
1160

2

35 222 0.000 0-0b 37 415 0.051 90
110

1

35 527 0.058 61
010

1 37 579 0.232 60
110

2161
1

35 663 0.206 60
1161

1 37 641 0.119 61
210

2

35 725 0.106 61
2 37 716 0.936 60

110
2

35 800 0.831 60
1 38 108 0.047 60

110
1170

2

36 457 0.033 90
1 38 373 0.037 90

110
2

36 484 0.058 60
110

1162
2 38 537 0.106 60

110
3161

1

36 485 0.043 61
010

2 38 568 0.048 70
1

36 621 0.317 60
110

1161
1 38 599 0.055 61

210
3

36 683 0.163 61
210

1 38 674 0.431 60
110

3

36 758 1.281 60
110

1 39 526 0.074 70
110

1

36 875 0.004 80
1 39 632 0.139 60

110
4

37 150 0.031 60
1170

2 40 484 0.054 70
110

2

aDisplayed in Fig. 2. CASSCF force fields and TDM derivatives. CASP
excitation energy and geometries.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 29 Jan
TABLE X. Experimental and computed frequencies~n cm21! absorption intensities of the 60
1 10

n (n50 – 4)
bands of the1B2u→1A1g transition in benzene. Relative values~I! normalized with respect to the 60

1 band.
Oscillator strengths~f ! are shown within parentheses.

n

Experimental Theoretical

n a I ( f /1024)b I ( f /1024)c I c I d I ( f /1024)e If

0 38 611 1.00~1.37! 1.00~0.88! 1.00 1.00 1.00~1.15! 1.00~0.83!
1 39 533 1.36~1.87! 1.72~1.51! 1.19 1.38 1.31~1.51! 1.54~1.28!
2 40 458 0.98~0.34! 1.48~1.31! 0.88 0.90 0.80~0.92! 1.13~0.94!
3 41 377 0.62~0.85! 0.77~0.68! 0.37 0.37 0.31~0.35! 0.52~0.43!
4 42 297 0.42~0.57! 0.40~0.35! - - 0.08~0.09! 0.16~0.14!

aFrequencies in the free-jet direct absorption spectrum~Ref. 6!.
bIntegrated intensity. Jet-cooled spectrum~Ref. 6!.
cIntegrated intensity. Vapor-phase 298 and 229 K, respectively~Ref. 46!.
dComputed integrated intensity~Ref. 51!.
ePresent computed integrated intensity. CCSD geometries, CASSCF force fields, and TDM derivatives
fPresent computed integrated intensity, CASPT2 geometries, CASSCF force fields, and TDM derivativ
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surprisingly, the relative intensities of the vibrational pr
gressions constitute a sensitive measure of the exactne
computed relative geometries.

Table XI lists experimental and theoretical relative i
tensities for thee2g vibronic origins of this band of benzen
taken from the calculation using the CCSD geometries. T
60

1 origin is by far which carries most of the intensity of th
spectrum. Our computed intensities for thee2g origins, inde-
pendently of the geometry used for the states, match q
nicely the observed jet-cooled and vapor-phase band inte
ties. Previous theoretical calculations at the CIS/6-311G*
level14 seemed to overestimate the intensity associated to
80

1 origin.
As a summary, the computed spectrum for the 11A1g

→1 1B2u transition of benzene using CASSCF force fiel
successfully reproduced the main features observed in
experimental spectra and improves previous theoretical
sults. The results obtained here do not pretend to be use
a fine analysis of such a well-known and studied spectr
but as a benchmark for the method and level of the calc
tions. No scaling has been included in the model and
CASSCF harmonic frequencies are not extremely accur
The obtained force field seems however to be of reason
quality for the vibronic analysis of the spectrum. The b
agreement with experiment is obtained when the geom
shift between the states is as accurate as possible. Obvio

TABLE XI. Experimental and computed frequencies~cm21! and absorption
intensities of the vibronically inducede2g false origins for the1B2u→1A1g

transition in benzene. Relative values~I! normalized with respect to 60
1.

Trans.

Experimental Theoretical

n a e a I b CISc CASd

60
1 38 606 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

70
1 41 159 3.6 5.9 3.0 5.8

80
1 39 602 0.6 ¯ 5.8 0.4

90
1 39 233 1.8 2.3 0.3 4.0

aJet-cooled spectrum~Ref. 47!. Normalized peak heights.
bVapor room-temperature spectrum~Ref. 32!. Integrated intensity.
cRelative intensities computed at the CIS/6-311G* level ~Ref. 14!.
dPresent computed integrated intensity, CASPT2 geometries, CASSCF
fields, and TDM derivatives.
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further effects can be included in the model such as seco
order Herzberg–Teller couplings~the second-order allowed
transition 10

1170
2 is clearly observed in the experiment

spectrum!47 or the inclusion of the degeneracy terms.

D. Vibrational structure of the 1 1A 1g˜1 1B 1u
absorption band

The1B1u state is more complicated to treat than the1B2u

state. First of all the energy surface is flat and distort
which makes an anharmonic treatment necessary for an
curate quantitative analysis. This can, in principle, be do
by the LU approach, since all types of matrix elements c
be computed with this approach. However, the present c
employs a polynomial approximation for the potential a
transition moments and it is easily seen that a polynom
that represents correctly the threefold symmetry of th
functions will have at least degree 6. Furthermore, trunca
polynomials are not suitable for this purpose. In this stu
we have instead replaced the potential by an effective h
monic potential and kept theD6h symmetry. The harmonic
potential was chosen to approximate the true potential
larger displacements in thee2g modes. The pseudo Jahn
Teller effect will cause large anharmonic deviations from t
computed spectrum. We expect that the excitation ener
will be too high, as compared to a correct anharmonic c
culation, but that the qualitative features will come out co
rectly. Nonadiabatic coupling is also expected to be of i
portance to this state, but it has not been included in
present study.

For the1B2u←X̃ band, thez ~out of plane! component of
the field did not contribute to any intensity. This is not th
case for1B1u←X̃, where all components of the field ma
contribute to the spectrum. Transitions in this band requ
the simultaneous excitation~or deexcitation! of vibrational
quanta with a combined symmetry of eitherb1u^ e1u^ a1g

5e2g or b1u^ a2u^ a1g5b2g . Consequently,e2g and b2g

modes have to be included. Also, bond length changes
duce progressions with excited modes and the hot band
quire inclusion of the low frequenciese2u vibrations. Thus,
vibrations of symmetriese2g , a1g , b2g , and e2u were in-
cluded in the calculations.

rce
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Figure 4 and Table XII show the computed 11B1u

←1 1A1g absorption band, using CASPT2 geometries, h
monic CASSCF force fields, and transition dipole mome
~TDM! derivatives. The experimental spectrum is a
shown in the figure.46 To see the resemblance between
calculated and experimental spectra, the lines in the c
puted spectrum have been broadened, corresponding
lifetime of 8 fs. The hot bands at room temperature are
cluded in the plot. As already mentioned, instead of a cor
anharmonic treatment of the1B1u state, an effective har
monic potential was chosen. In spite of this, the theoret
spectrum reproduces the main features of the experime
spectrum reasonably well even if the relative intensities
not show the same match as they did for the1B2u state. This
is most certainly due to the uncertainty of the change
geometry due to the flatness and anharmonicity of the up
surface. Work is in progress to describe the anharmonic fo

FIG. 4. The spectrum for the absorption 11A1g→1 1B1u in benzene. Upper
curve is the experimental spectrum~Ref. 46!, lower curve the computed
spectrum based on CASPT2 geometries and CASSCF force fields, and
sition dipole moment derivatives. Dotted vertical lines indicate the ca
lated 0–0 and vertical excitation energies.
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field for the 1B1u state. It is very sensitive to the details o
the interaction between the1B1u and1E1u states. An accurate
treatment of the adiabatic spectrum will also aid the study
nonadiabatic effects.

As in the 1B2u case, the strongest lines in the vibron
spectra in the1B1u band consist of a progression in then1

a1g mode built on thee2g modes. The main peak corre
sponds to the 90

110
n progression, where the in-plane moden9

has a frequency of 992 cm21. The second strongest progre
sion is built on the othere2g mode,n6 , with a frequency of
540 cm21. The weaker peaks corresponds to combinations
the othere2g modes and the symmetric modes plus hot ba
especially in then16 e2u mode.

The selection rules for the transition from the1A1g to
1B1u state is the same as for the1B2u transition, due to the
fact that no symmetry distortion or higher-order terms tha
harmonic approximation has been included. The presen
sults favor the previous interpretation of the spectrum ba
on matrix spectra of benzene.4,48 The close presence of othe
transition to states such as the Rydberg 3s or the most in-
tense1E1u valence state makes the analysis of the exp
mental spectra a difficult task.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The two lowest bands of the electronic spectrum of
benzene molecule have been studied theoretically usin
new method to compute vibronic excitation energies and
tensities. A harmonic force field has been assumed for
ground state, the1B2u and the1B1u electronic states. A linea
approximation has been used for the transition dipole a
function of the nuclear displacement coordinates. A LU p
titioning technique was used to compute the matrix eleme
of the vibrational wave functions for the two electron

an-
-

TABLE XII. Computed frequencies~cm21! and oscillator strengths of the
main vibronic bands of the 11A1g→1 1B1u transition in benzene.

Frequency f /1024 Assignment Frequency f /1024 Assignment

46 214 0.00 0–0 48 833 5.8 10
260

1

46 785 43.0 80
1 48 876 1.5 10

160
3

46 755 11.7 60
1 48 876 0.0 60

5

47 088 35.9 90
1161

1 49 073 2.1 40
5

47 173 3.8 50
1 49 167 17.8 10

290
1161

1

47 206 144.9 90
1 49 190 9.5 90

3

47 825 42.8 10
180

1 49 285 71.8 10
290

1

47 794 11.6 10
160

1 49 389 19.8 10
180

290
1

47 828 3.1 90
1160

2 49 327 10.3 10
160

290
1

47 929 6.7 80
3 49 370 0.7 60

490
1

47 898 2.7 60
180

2 49 903 7.1 10
380

1

47 836 1.5 60
3 49 873 1.9 10

360
1

47 836 0.0 10
190

140
1 49 873 0.0 60

390
2

48 128 35.7 10
190

1161
1 49 915 0.8 10

260
3

48 213 3.8 10
150

1 50 206 5.9 10
390

1161
1

48 245 144.1 10
190

1 50 324 23.9 10
390

1

48 349 19.9 80
290

1 50 428 9.8 10
280

290
1

48 319 6.8 60
180

190
1 50 366 5.1 10

260
290

1

48 288 10.3 60
290

1 50 366 0.0 60
190

4

48 739 1.4 90
260

1 51 363 6.0 10
490

1

48 864 21.4 10
280

1
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2809J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 6, 8 February 2000 1B2u and 1B1u states of benzene
states. The derivative of the transition dipole was compu
using a variant of the CASSCF state interaction meth
CASSI.

Force fields and transition dipole elements were co
puted using CASSCF wave functions with six acti
p-orbitals. Absolute excitation energies were obtained fr
more accurate CASPT2 calculations using an active spac
12 p-orbitals. Comparison was also made using results
tained in a recent CCSD study of the1B2u state.35

The results show that the model works well. The vib
tional progressions are well described in both bands an
excellent agreement with experiment. Computed intensi
are also in good agreement with experiment, in particu
when CASPT2 derived geometries are used. One interes
result is that computed vertical energies fall about 0.1 eV
the high energy side of the band maximum. Future w
within this project will include the effects of anharmonicitie
and nonadiabatic couplings between different electro
states.
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